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Frillies are out and about at this time of
year.
This Frill‐necked Lizard (Chlamydosaurus
kingii) was snapped in a melaleuca along
Rapid Creek Road in suburban Darwin.
Several other individuals have been seen
in the Nightcliff foreshore area.
Sightings can be reported online at
www.frogwatch.org.au
Photo: Jon Clark
.
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Club activities
November meeting. Wednesday Nov 13, 7:45 PM. Blue 1.54 (Business Bldg.), CDU Casuarina.

Making Australian threatened species legislation more effective and efficient
presented by Stephen Garnett
Each year, millions of dollars are spent mitigating the impacts of development on threatened or migratory
Australian species. It is proposed that much of this expenditure does little for the species it aims to benefit in
terms of ameliorating threats or reducing extinction risk. Among the reasons for this failure are inaccurate lists
and, until recently, a failure to deal strategically with threatening processes. Timely revision of lists alone could
reduce much conflict. In addition, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List guidelines,
which are used commonly to guide listing of taxa as threatened, offer the opportunity to be more sophisticated
about the listing process. The criteria for listing under the guidelines lend themselves to separating those taxa
affected by localised site development
from those suffering more diffuse threats,
or threats at other sites for which different
management is necessary. Improvements
in the listing processes and modifications
to legislation could improve the targeting
of threatened‐species investment while
relieving business of the need to
undertake irrelevant interventions, often
at great expense.
Stephen Garnett is an environmental
scientist with an interest in the knowledge
needed to live sustainably in the tropics. Educated at the Australian National University and James Cook
University, he has spent most of the last 30 years in the Australian tropics, primarily in private enterprise and
government. He joined the staff of Charles Darwin University in May 2004 as Professor of Tropical Knowledge and
was Director of the School for Environmental Research from 2007 to 2010.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Wallace: the rEvolutionary Man
November excursion 10.45am Sunday 17 November
Exhibition at Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory
What shocked Charles Darwin enough to pen “All my
originality, whatever it may amount to, will be
smashed”? You will find the answer in the Museum’s
newest exhibition.
To commemorate the 100th anniversary of eminent
naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace’s passing, this
exhibition will showcase Wallace's exploration of the
tropical jungles of Southeast Asia and New Guinea, and
his ideas on Evolution by Natural Selection and
biogeography. The exhibition includes specimens of
butterflies, beetles and birds of paradise, as well as
prints of drawings and maps by Wallace.
Meet in the covered area just outside the main
entrance from where we will meet some of the curators of this exhibition for a floor talk.
This is also a great opportunity for club members to get together for lunch after the exhibition at the adjoining
Cornucopia Museum Café. If you're interested in participating in lunch please RSVP by Thursday 14 to Tissa
Ratnayeke on 8921 8226 or tissa@imprintdesign.com.au
Above: English Heritage Images: Oil on canvas by Victor Evstafieff, 1950s, artist’s impression of Wallace in the Aru Islands, Indonesia.
Nature Territory, November 2013
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Club Notices
Welcome to new members: Hamish Clark and Owen Gale.
Thank you: The previous issue was proof read by Kim Rawsthorne and collated and mailed by Laurie & Illona
Barrand. It was printed using equipment kindly made available by Delia Lawrie MLA at her Karama electoral office.
Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Tissa at
tissa@imprintdesign.com.au or the Club's postal address, or contact him on 8921 8226.
Deadline for the December newsletter: Friday 22 November.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club library: The Club's journal and book collection is available to members. Lists of holdings can be found on
our web‐site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/library. The library is housed in two sections:
Books, reports and CDs: can be accessed by contacting Peter Ebsworth on 0437 278 799.
Journals: in the office of Stuart Young at the Biodiversity Unit at Berrimah. These can be accessed by ringing
Stuart on 8995 5026 (w).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Leanyer Ponds: Access to Leanyer Ponds is generally available after induction through PAWC (although see
notice on p10 below). To commence the induction process go to www.rapidinduct.com.au/powerwater/waterservices
A key to the ponds may be obtained on payment of a $50 deposit. Only those who have undertaken the
induction and signed an indemnity can enter Leanyer Ponds.
Note that access to Leanyer Ponds is currently closed, but see note on page 10 for alternative viewing possibilities.
Bryan Baker has keys for the Alice Springs Sewage Ponds, available for collection in Darwin by members before
they head south. Bryan can be reached in Darwin on 8948 2196.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Northern Territory Naturalist: The Editorial Committee of the Club’s journal, the
Northern Territory Naturalist, has published issue no. 24. The journal publishes works
concerning any aspect of the natural history and ecology of the Northern Territory or
adjacent northern Australia, and may include Reviews, Research Articles, Short Notes,
Species Profiles and Book Reviews.
The Northern Territory Naturalist is a registered, peer‐reviewed journal (ISSN 0155‐
4093). Author instructions may be downloaded from our web‐site:
http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/journal.
If possible, manuscripts should be submitted in digital form by email to
richard.willan@nt.gov.au. Manuscript editors are Drs Richard Willan, Anke Frank and
Sean Bellairs. Louis Elliott is the production editor.
Originals are available of most back issues, some are available as photocopies only,
and several recent issues are out‐of‐print but individual papers are available as pdfs.
The journal page of the Club’s web‐site has an order form for back issues. Free pdfs of papers from issue 18
(2005) onwards are available from the authors or by contacting Lou Elliott, email louis.elliott@nt.gov.au.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Top End Native Plant Society General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara
Christian College, corner Amy Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 PM (speaker at 8 PM).
Visit http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.
Upcoming programme: 21 November Ian Morris “Allosyncarpia forests”;
30 November “Coolalinga early wet season plant sale”
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Organised tours – can they deliver for the dedicated Field Natter?
Report by Fiona Douglas on the talk by Steve Popple on October 9th.
Steve and Carol Popple decided to test whether a
commercial organised tour could deliver what they
wanted, in terms both of wildlife seen and general
quality of experience, by joining one that explored
the northern safari circuit of East Africa. The
itinerary took then through national parks in
Tanzania and Kenya and covered diverse habitats,
from lush rainforests to areas that
were higher, drier and cold.
The tour started, after arrival at
the evocatively named Kilimanjaro
International Airport, with a
journey through Arusha National
Park. This has hilly country,
rainforest and some more open
savannah‐like areas. In this park it
is possible, unlike in many other
places, to walk through the
landscape, provided, though,
there is an accompanying ranger
carrying a firearm. The diversity
of animals included troops of Olive
Baboons – some in quite large
groups, often foraging on the
ground and quite intimidating;
spectacular Black and White
Colobus monkeys with their large thick white tails;
curious giraffes; several of the many and confusing
species of yellow Weaver birds; iridescent Sunbirds
and the really colourful southern form of the Red
Bishop.
Tarangire National Park continued the variety with
Yellow‐collared Lovebirds, African Hoopoe and huge
flocks of Red‐billed Quelea, which are considered

the most numerous bird in the world, despite the
entire world population being found only in sub‐
Saharan Africa; Wikipedia quotes population
estimates as ranging between 1.5 billion breeding
pairs and 10 billion birds. Fauna seen in Tarangire
included the only three cheetahs left in the park; a
fourth, an adult male, had recently been killed by a

leopard. Large herds of elephants present in
Tarangire are destroying baobabs; there is little
recruitment as young trees are eaten and older trees
are pushed over, also for fodder.
Only day visits are allowed to Ngorongoro crater,
with all accommodation being around the (very cold)
rim. The crater itself is warm and wetter, with
wildflower meadows and flooded areas containing
lots of wading birds (eg many
different plovers, Hamerkop),
elephants and lions. Lions are often
most easily spotted by the clustering
of tour vehicles they attract and it
was salutary to find that lions are
extremely difficult to see when lying
down, even in quite short grass. The
need to stay in the vehicle was
underlined. Despite this limitation,
Steve described close encounters
with big cats as very awe‐inspiring
experiences.
Photos: Above – Hippos, left – the only
cheetahs left in Tarangire NP, by Steven
Popple
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On the edge of the Ngorongoro NP Steve and Carol
reached the Serengeti. This was drier country, so
that the layers in the ancient landscape were visible.
Olduvai (Oldupai) Gorge is the site of the discovery
of fossils of the earliest known humans: Homo
habilis ‐ approximately 1.9 million years
ago; Paranthropus boisei ‐ 1.8 million years
ago; Homo erectus ‐ 1.2 million years ago; and Homo
sapiens is dated to have occupied the site 17,000
years ago. Exhibits at the Olduvai
Museum are centred round the
paleoanthropological research
previously and currently being
undertaken in the surrounding area.
There they saw the great migration of
Wildebeest, and other animals, which
was noisy and accompanied by clouds of
dust. Water bodies contained crowds of
arguing hippos that added a pungent
scent to the increasingly murky water!
Samburu NP provided different species
of giraffe and zebras, and Steve had
good photos clearly showing these
differences. Several other national
parks were visited, all with a great
variety of flora and fauna (and yet more
different species of yellow Weavers).
Steve described birds overall as being
colourful and often relatively tame, and
found plants interesting and requiring an adjusted
mindset as many of the native species are the same
ones that we pull out as nasty weeds here. Steve’s
photos illustrated his points well, and covered
landscape and a wide range of taxa, only a very few
of which are mentioned in this report.
In reviewing the trip, Steve described the somewhat
relentless pace, ie activity from early dawn through
dusk to nocturnal fauna‐watching. But this didn’t

mean herding: although there was limited flexibility
on a large scale, ample time was allowed for
stopping if something was especially interesting, or
proving difficult to find. Cameras needed always to
be ready as many of the best photo opportunities
seemed to come at lunchtime! The need to remain
in vehicles almost all the time, although frustrating
sometimes, meant that wildlife was able to be seen
very close up. Guides were knowledgeable and
Steve felt that choosing
a bird tour is in fact a
very good idea for a
general field naturalist.
All special fauna were
sought, and landscape
and habitat are so
relevant to birds that
this is covered also. He
noticed that other
tours, with a general
‘nature’ focus, tended
not to look for, or see,
as many birds, but saw
no more of the other
fauna and landscape.
Steve hadn’t
encountered the
frequent use of birdcall
playback previously,
and is, like many of us,
rather in two minds about it: in some cases it
definitely enabled a bird to be seen, but in others he
wondered if the call didn’t scare birds away. If a
group’s objective is to see all the endemics and as
many species as possible, the temptation to use
playback (as is also done in Australia) is very clear.
Accommodation in this high‐ish end tour was
excellent to “luxurious” and everything is included
once you arrive at the starting point. In some lodges
you could even, apparently, leave a wish list
of fauna with the rangers and if any animals
on the list turned up at the floodlit
waterhole overnight you would be woken
so you could get up to see them.
As an experiment in participating in
organised tourism this was a definite
success; Steve and Carol have just booked
on another trip for 2014.
Photos: Top – Red Bishop; left a few of the 10
billion or so Red‐bellied Queleas in sub‐Saharan
Africa, by Steven Popple
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Lee Point Welcome to the Waders
October Field Trip Report compiled by Mark Grubert
Around 60 people attended the community shorebird event at Lee Point on Sunday the 20th of October. The event
was hosted by club member and Charles Darwin University PhD candidate Amanda Lilleyman.

Following a brief introduction to shorebirds in the Lee Point picnic area, we headed east down the beach towards
Buffalo Creek and stopped about midway. Here we could see a few thousand shorebirds concentrated on a
sandspit around two to three hundred metres away.
The sandspit gradually disappeared as the tide came in, pushing the birds towards us during the course of the
evening. At least 15 species of shorebirds were identified during the exercise; some of which breed in Australia
(like the Australian Pied Oystercatcher, Crested Tern and Lesser Crested Tern) and others which overwinter here
following summer breeding in the northern hemisphere (like the Great Knot, Red Knot and Bar‐Tailed Godwit).

Photos: Top – the gathered group, with scopes, binoculars and field guides (by Nigel Weston); above – the gathered throng
on the wing (by Tissa Ratnayeke). How many birds in this photo? The editor suggests perhaps 2,500.

Nature Territory, November 2013
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Many of the migratory species spotted breed at high latitudes in places like Siberia and Alaska and fly south to
avoid extreme cold and its associated problems (such as frozen feeding grounds). These migrations can exceed
11,000 kilometres, with species like the Great Knot thought to cover this distance non‐stop. Other species break
their journey into two or three “shorter” legs stopping for a few days at “staging areas” in South‐East Asia.

Photos: Above – a Far Eastern Curlew on the fringe of the flock while a nearby Pied Oystercatcher has a nap (by Tissa Ratnayeke);
Below – Amanda Lilleyman keeps an eye on proceedings (by Natalie Davis)

Shorebirds are restricted to a fairly narrow band of habitat including the intertidal zone, mud flats, sand flats and
marsh lands. In addition to their natural predators, they are under threat from the actions of man. Human
activities which may kill, injure or displace shorebirds include hunting, land reclamation, pollution, careless use of
recreational vehicles and walking unrestrained dogs.
A major aim of Birdlife Australia’s Shorebirds 2020 program (and the reason behind the community event) is to
raise public awareness of the
breeding ecology of both
resident and migratory
shorebirds as well as the impacts
of man on their critical habitats.
The highlight of the event for the
serious birders was the sighting
of Broad‐billed Sandpiper, a
migratory species not often seen
on Australian shores. The NT
Field Naturalists Club thanks
Amanda for hosting the
shorebird event and wishes her
every success in her doctoral
studies.
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Goshawk surveys in suburban Darwin with Will Riddell
The Brown Goshawk (Accipiter fasciatus) nesting census of
Darwin suburbia is progressing well with a total of 18 active
nests located, nine of which have been confirmed to
have chicks on the nest. One nest is has progressed faster
than others with two juveniles already fledged from the nest.
Interestingly 15 of these nests occur in the non‐native African
Mahogany, with three nests in Eucalypts. The inter‐nest
threshold for Brown Goshawks in Darwin is about 550 m;
however, a pair of active nests within 230m will either
disprove this theory or provide additional confirmation of the
species ability to double‐brood.
The suburbs of Malak (four nests) and Alawa (three nests)
seem to be hotspots though additional nests undoubtedly
remain undetected. Any information from people in Wanguri,
Jingili, Tiwi or Leanyer would be greatly appreciated, and can
be emailed to billiam109@hotmail.com . The survey has
confirmed Darwin suburbia as a hotspot for raptor
breeding with nine Brahminy Kite and two Collared
Sparrowhawk nests also being located.
With juveniles to be fed the next step will be to get an idea of
common prey items. For those home‐owners with chickens I
suggest you secure the coup‐ the Brown Goshawks are
coming!
Right: a 6 week old Brown Goshawk juvenile (Will Riddell)

Ed: For those of you unfamiliar with Will’s work, he has been monitoring various raptors in Darwin over recent
years. He has published several papers which fill gaps in knowledge, and in particular he has provided a Top End
perspective to the biology of raptors that are more often studied in temperate settings. Will has two articles in the
most recent issue of Australian Field Ornithology, on Grey Goshawks and other raptors in suburban Darwin.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

While on the subject of brown spotty suburban raptors with piercing yellow eyes, the Barking Owls (Ninox
connivens) along the Rapid Creek foreshore have recently fledged three chicks, much to the delight of the
walkers, runners and cyclists (and of course the nature lovers) that frequent the area. Photo by Jon Clark
Nature Territory, November 2013
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RECENT LITERATURE SUMMARIES with Steve and Carla
Indigenous knowledge and mammal declines
Various lines of evidence suggest that the mammals of northern Australia are in strife. Most of this evidence is
based on poor trapping success, including datasets from monitoring plots in Kakadu. Ziembecki et al. (2013) took
a slightly different path (although one used previously in the western desert country of Western Australia); they
used indigenous knowledge to determine the status of native mammals (marsupials and rodents) in the northern
part of the NT. Over a broad area including Darwin and Kakadu region, Arnhem Land, Victoria River District,
Tanami and Barkly, they visited communities and with the aid of stuffed animals (mounted specimens), museum
skins and photographs interviewed local informants about whether particular mammals were 'common (many
individuals seen often), present in low numbers (some seen occasionally) or absent' at various times in the past. It
seems that many species have had a change in status, and changes to 'absent' status are particularly noticeable in
the southern parts of the range of several species. Species commonly recognised as in marked decline were
'northern quoll, northern brush‐tailed phascogale, northern brown bandicoot, black‐footed tree‐rat, and common
brush‐tailed possum.' This is further evidence that mammals have declined in northern Australia, but suggests
that these declines are over a broad geographic area. This is similar to other northern regions where mammal
distributions are retreating to near coastal mesic areas with highly suitable habitat, and mammals are
disappearing from sub‐optimal habitat.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Hiding Pseudantechinus
New populations of the Carpentarian Pseudantechinus have been turning up in recent years. Up until 1997 the
species was only known from a specimen from Alexandria Station collected in 1905. Recent trapping in suitable
habitat has resulted in records from several locations in north‐east NT and western Queensland. Lloyd et al.
(2013) managed to trap four individuals of this species on 'rocky ridges and hill‐slopes of metamorphic or igneous
rock or weathered granite.' Trapping success for this species was very low (0.3%) with a maximum of one
individual at any of the trapping sites. In contrast the commonest species, the Common Rock‐rat Zyzomys argurus
had a trapping rate of 28% (over 400 were captured). This emphasises the requirement for detailed studies to
detect the presence of uncommon mammal species in a study area (indeed in this instance the Fat‐tailed Dunnart
Sminthopsis crassicaudata was actually trapped less often than the Pseudantechinus). As the authors note,
'failure to trap this species during a standard 4‐night trapping survey should not be taken as evidence of its
absence at a site.' Lloyd et al. (2013) used Elliott (metal box) traps baited with 'standard bait' ‐ rolled oats and
peanut butter, although they added honey and vanilla essence to the mix. It is fairly standard to use sardines or
some other stinky substance at some point during trapping to attract dasyurids, and this might have helped trap a
few more Pseudantechinus. However, like predators everywhere they are likely to be at very low densities, so it
will always be a challenge to detect these types of animals.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Frogmouth finder with John Rawsthorne
In much the same way as Will Riddell is trying to establish density of goshawks in Darwin, John Rawsthorne is
searching for Tawny Frogmouth (Podargus strigoides) territories in Darwin’s foreshore and parkland areas.
Density is higher than expected (and higher
than southern Australian birds), with possibly
as many as five pairs along the Rapid Creek
foreshore alone.
Some suburban froggies have already fledged
chicks this season, while other pairs have just
commenced incubation or have not yet built
a nest.
If you spot a Tawny Frogmouth, John would
be delighted to know details, via
kim_john@bigpond.net.au
Right: Two Tawny Frogmouth chicks in a Leanyer
park are kept under the watchful eye of dad
during the day (by John Rawsthorne)
Nature Territory, November 2013
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Interesting bird sightings
26 September to 26 October 2013
Compiled by Micha Jackson and Peter Kyne
Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been compiled from emails sent to the NT Birds
forum (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie, postings on Birdline Northern
Territory (http://www.eremaea.com/ ) and from correspondences with birdwatchers. Bird names follow the IOC
world checklist.
Species

Date

Waterbirds, Seabirds & Shorebirds
Australian Crake
21/10/13
Australian Painted Snipe
26/9/13
Black Bittern
10/10/13
Broad‐billed Sandpiper
20/10/13
Hoary‐headed Grebe
10/10/13
Little Egret (nom. race)
24/10/13
Long‐toed Stint
26/9/13
Red‐necked Avocet
1/10/13
Sarus Crane
10/10/13
Streaked Shearwater
13/10/13
Yellow‐billed Spoonbill
29/9/13
Yellow‐billed Spoonbill
1/10/13
18/10/13
Yellow‐billed Spoonbill
Yellow‐billed Spoonbill
23/10/13
Birds Of Prey
Black Falcon
7/10/13
Black Falcon
7/10/13
Grey Falcon
4/10/13
Peregrine Falcon
7/10/13
Red Goshawk
30/9/13
Red Goshawk
7/10/13
Other Non‐Passerines
Pacific Swift
28/9/13
Passerines
Eastern Yellow Wagtail
20/10/13
European Goldfinch
8/10/13
Gouldian Finch
7/10/13
Grey‐headed Honeyeater
4/10/13
Sandstone Shrikethrush
29/9/13
Star Finch
6/10/13

Location

Observer/s

Numbers/comments

Alice Springs Sewage Ponds
Alice Springs Sewage Ponds
Yellow Waters, Kakadu NP
Lee Point, Darwin
Anbangbang Billabong, Kakadu
Anbangbang Billabong, Kakadu
Alice Springs Sewage Ponds
Point Stuart Wildness Lodge
Yellow Waters, Kakadu NP
Buffalo Creek, Darwin
Arnhem Hwy, near Jabiru
Point Stuart Wildness Lodge
Yellow Waters, Kakadu NP
Jabiru Lake

Micha Jackson
Chris Watson
Mike Jarvis
Mark de Krester et al.
Mike Jarvis
Mike Jarvis
Chris Watson
Janine Duffy et al.
Mike Jarvis
Laurie Ross
Peter Kyne
Janine Duffy et al.
Mike Jarvis
Mike Jarvis

1
1 male; & subsequent sightings
1
1
1
1
1; + subseq. up to 3 (4/10/13)
1
2; + subseq. up to 3 (19/10/13)
1

Buntine Hwy
McMinn's Lagoon
Barkley Tablelands
Buntine Hwy
Hayes Creek
Bitter Springs, Mataranka

Laurie Ross
Darryel Binns
Gus Daly
Laurie Ross
Denise Goodfellow et al.
Will Riddell

1
1
2
1

East Point, Darwin

Mat & Cathy Gilfedder

1; first report of season

Palmerston Sewage Ponds
Norman Marshall
Casuarina Coastal Res., Darwin
David Donato
Buntine Hwy
Laurie Ross
Barkley Tablelands
Gus Daly
Upstream East Alligator River
Peter Kyne
Victoria Hwy, 145 km w. Katherine Laurie Ross

1
1
1

1
1

2; first report of season
2 males; 1 female
20+
3
13

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Leanyer Ponds Access
Leanyer sewage treatment ponds provide a world class birding destination, and many a rarity has shown its face
there over the years. Currently the ponds are closed to birders due to on‐site works. It is possible to access the
ponds and view birds through the southern fence by walking through Leanyer swamp, eg from Hodgson Drive, but
to avoid inadvertent trespass, birders that walk in to the ponds are asked not to walk around the fence beyond
the southern fence itself. The walk through Leanyer swamp is very pleasant in the right conditions, although the
normal provisos for due care apply, eg beware insects, crocodiles, wild dogs, dehydration, snakes and sunburn. If
you survive all of this, then Happy Birding!
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Snappy Fact: embryonic cannibalism in sharks
Trawling the web the Ed came across this gem about Sand Tiger Sharks (or more commonly in Australia known as
Grey Nurse Sharks), written by Ed Yong for National Geographic. Nature is stranger than one could imagine.
“Inside its mother’s womb, an unborn sand tiger shark is busy devouring its brothers and sisters. It’s just 10
centimetres long but it already has well‐developed eyes and a set of sharp teeth, which it turns against its smaller
siblings. By the time the pregnant female gives birth, it only has two babies left—one from each of its two wombs.
These survivors have already eaten all the others. They’re the bloody victors of a pre‐birth battle.”
Read more at http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2013/04/30/shark‐dads‐lose‐babies‐to‐unborn‐cannibal‐siblings/
Nature Territory, November 2013
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Recent literature about Top End natural history
MAMMALS
Dasyurids (carnivorous marsupials)

Compiled by Carla & Steve

Baker AM, Van Dyck S. 2013. Taxonomy and redescription of the Fawn Antechinus, Antechinus bellus (Thomas) (Marsupialia:
Dasyuridae). Zootaxa 3613: 201-228.
Hohnen R, Ashby J, Tuft K, McGregor H. 2013. Individual identification of northern quolls (Dasyurus hallucatus) using remote
cameras. Australian Mammalogy 35: 131-135.
Kamper W, Webb JK, Crowther MS, Greenlees MJ, Shine R. 2013. Behaviour and survivorship of a dasyurid predator
(Antechinus flavipes) in response to encounters with the toxic and invasive cane toad (Rhinella marina). Australian
Mammalogy 35: 136-143.
Lloyd P, Sanders M, Reis T, Abbott A. 2013. Targeted trapping surveys shed new light on the distribution and habitat
characteristics of the Carpentarian pseudantechinus (Pseudantechinus mimulus), a threatened dasyurid marsupial.
Australian Mammalogy 35: 220-223.

Bats
Inkster-Draper TE, Sheaves M, Johnson CN, Robson SKA. 2013. Prescribed fire in eucalypt woodlands: immediate effects on a
microbat community of northern Australia. Wildlife Research 40: 70-76. [near Townsville, Qld.]
Ng JHG, Baker ML. 2013. Bats and bat-borne diseases: a perspective on Australian megabats. Australian Journal of Zoology
61: 48-57.
Nyffeler M, Knörnschild M. 2013. Bat predation by spiders. PloS one 8: e58120.

Diversity, abundance and status
Bird MI, Hutley LB, Lawes MJ, Lloyd J, Luly JG, et al. 2013. Humans, megafauna and environmental change in tropical
Australia. Journal of Quaternary Science 28: 439-452.
Edwards GP. 2013. Relative abundance of the central rock-rat, the desert mouse and the fat-tailed pseudantechinus at
Ormiston Gorge in the West MacDonnell Ranges National Park, Northern Territory. Australian Mammalogy 35: 144148.
Start AN, Burbidge AA, McDowell MC, McKenzie NL. 2012. The status of non-volant mammals along a rainfall gradient in the
south-west Kimberley, Western Australia. Australian Mammalogy 34: 36-48.
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Spiders as bat predators
When we think about bat predators, usually what comes to mind are vertebrates, such as owls, hawks and
snakes. According to Nyffeler & Knornschild (2013), bats have few natural enemies. However, giant centipedes
and spiders are occasionally recorded killing and eating bats. Nyffeler & Knornschild (2013) conducted an
extensive global literature review on bat‐catching spiders to test the recent proposed hypothesis that bat
captures and kills due to spiders might be more frequent than previously thought. Fifty‐two reports of bat‐
catching spiders were found in the literature. A single incidence was reported for the Northern Territory ‐ a dead
male Dusky Leaf‐nosed Bat (Hipposideros ater) was found entangled in a golden orb spider (Nephila sp.) web
(reported by Sue Churchill). This review concludes that this type of bat fatality is extremely rare because bats are
likely capable of detecting spider webs by means of echolocation. The authors also suggest that spiders might
generate strong echoes that advertise bats about the presence of obstacles that need to be avoided, since larger‐
sized bats are likely to damage or destroy the web.
More literature summaries are on page 9

Northern Territory Naturalist is now seeking contributions for the upcoming edition. The editor is particularly
seeking short notes on aspects of Top End natural history, as observed by members. Don’t be put off by the
process‐ editorial assistance is available to turn your unusual observations into a published article. Contact the
editor richard.willan@nt.gov.au to discuss ideas.
Nature Territory, November 2013
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